Computer analysis of laser dosimetry data: a method of accurate energy density delivery.
In the past, utilization of the laser in medicine has been limited by the lack of accurate quantification of the energies delivered to the tissue. Data obtained in the course of this investigation have demonstrated the relationships which exist between the energy delivered to the tissue and the optical system composed of the fiber and focusing lens. A continuous-wave multimode Nd:YAG laser (1,064 nm) was used in these experiments. Utilizing the beam scan technique previously described, we recorded over 100 beam profiles at various distances from the handpiece (fiber optic and lens). Computer analysis of our data established the mathematical correlation between the surface area of the irradiated spot and the distance of the handpiece to the target, thus allowing us to predict the surface area of the irradiated spot to any desired distance. By duplicating our methods with his particular optical system, the clinician or any laser user has the capacity to determine the energy delivered to the tissue (J/cm2) by knowing the power of the laser (watts), the time of exposure (seconds), and the distance of the handpiece to the treatment site (centimeters).